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Abstract: 

In a decade ago, huge database of pictures have developed quickly and will proceed in future. Recovery and querying of picture in 

proficient way is required keeping in mind the end goal to get to the visual substance from substantial database. Content bas ed 

picture recovery (CBIR) gives the answer for proficient recovery of picture from the gigantic picture database through the 

separation change. It quantifies the separation of each question point from the closest limit and is an imperative device in PC 

vision, picture handling and example acknowledgment. There are different separation measurements like manhattan separation, 

Euclid ian separation, and so forth., for recovery of pictures. In  this paper, we propose an advantageous and exact approach f or 

Content construct picture recovery based with respect to such separation measurements. In this, we need to figure accuracy and 

review for the specific strategy. Here primary point is to recovered pictures ought to coordinate with the inquiry image base d on 

elements. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Advanced pictures are a standout amongst the most vital media 

organizes and give a lot of data for human correspondence. 

With the hazardous development of Internet pictures, viable 

recovery methods are direly required. Many picture recovery 

approaches have been widely used to scan for enormous 

measures of Internet pictures. For instance, individuals can  

utilize web indexes, for example, Google and Bing to 

effortlessly discover pictures from the Internet; be that as it 

may, despite everything it has been hard to recover pictures 

that fulfill the inquiry goals of clients. Here content based 

approach is utilized to recover pictures for pertinent 

informat ion. Since some uneducated individuals don't think 

about something. For eg : If we need a picture apple organic 

product, then we will sort the content "apple". Subsequent to 

presenting the inquiry, apple related pictures will be recovered 

like apple logo, apple fru its, etc., then we can increase some 

informat ion about the question what we entered. [1] But Users 

might not have enough adequate learning to precisely express 

the question goal, and the watchwords have a tendency to be 

too short to portray the picture content. Henceforth, the 

uncertainty of watchwords may prompt to an outcome with  

significant commotion, and clients need to invest more energy 

finding the pictures they truly need. By taking the time as a 

near variable, catchphrase based picture recovery takes less 

time contrasted with substance based picture recovery. Yet, by 

taking prerequisite element, content based picture recovery is 

the best one contrasted with catchphrase based picture 

recovery. Analysts have proposed many ways to deal with take 

care of the issue that watchwords can't firmly express the 

inquiry expectations of clients. [2] The most illustrative 

strategy is content based catchphrase extension. In the 

development, catch phrases are for the most part extended with  

their etymologically related words to guarantee the printed 

portrayal of the inquiry in more detail. Moreover, some 

commonplace calculat ions give label proposals or explanations 

in the picture recovery strategy. Be that as it may, there are a 

few inconveniences in the watchword extension approach for 

Internet picture recovery. In  the first place, this approach 

requires regulated preparing and costs impressive calculation  

assets. Second, it can't be ensured that the extended rundown 

contains the coveted catchphrases for clients.  Content based 

picture recovery is a technique for recovering p ictures in light 

of low level elements like shading, shape and surface. In  this 

paper, we propose some separation measurements techniques 

to execute content based picture recovery. [3] Dirichlets 

technique is likewise expected to be utilized as a part  of CBIR. 

Because of some false proclamations and results, it is not 

proposed to be an adequate technique for picture recovery. 

Consequently a portion of the vigorous strategies for 

separation measurements are: Manhattan removes, Euclidian  

separation, cosine, and City piece remove method  [4]. There is 

an exp lanation for these proposed techniques are separation 

between the pixels of a specific p icture ought to be low. 

  

 
 Figure.1. CBIR block diagram 

 

2. REFERENCE METHOD 

 

Query(image) based image ret rieval method comes from the 

basic method called keyword  based image retrieval. Keyword  

based image retrieval method means when we enter the 

keyword or text  what we want, then relevant images  will be 

retrieved based on data. [6]Mainly this method should 

maintain relevance feedback (relevant images from dataset). 

Moreover, keyword based image retrieval maintains “Search  

Result Clustering” method. So, having a better understanding 

about text based image retrieval, query based image retrieval 

method has been implemented. By adding this method to the 

distance metrics, we can retrieve images for relevant query 

image.  
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3. DISTANCE METRICS  

 

The distance transform provides a metric or measure of the 

separation of points in the image. There are some d istance 

metric methods. They are:  

 

 Euclidean distance 

 manhattan distance 

 Standard Euclidean distance 

 City Block distance 

 Chebychev similarity 

  Mahalanobis distance 

All these measures will not give the same result. 

 

3.1   Euclidean Distance:  

Euclidean distance is also called as L2 d istance. If u=(x1, y1) 

and v=(x2, y2) are two points, then the Euclidean Distance 

between u and v is given by  

 

 EU (u, v) =          
         

         

                                                                          

Instead of two dimensions, if the points have n dimensions, 

such as a=(x1, x2, ….,xn ) and  

 

 b =(y1,y2,…,yn). The above equation can be written as  

 

 EU(a,b)=        
         

           
           

 

 
 

3.2   Manhattan distance:  

 

It is also called the L1 distance. If u=(x1 , y1) and v=(x2 , y2) are 

two points, then the Manhattan Distance between u and v is 

given by 

 

MH (u, v) =        +        
 

Instead of two dimensions, if the points have n dimensions, 

such as a=(x1,x2,….., xn ) and b=(y1,y2,….,yn) then, can be 

generalized by defining the Manhattan distance between a and 

b as 

 

MH(a,b)=        +       + …………+         
 

          =  ∑        for i =1, 2…, n. 
 

The distance between two points in  a g rid  based on a strictly  

horizontal and/or vertical path (that is, along the grid lines), as 

opposed to the diagonal or as the crow flies distance. The 

Manhattan distance is the simple sum of the horizontal and 

vertical components, whereas the diagonal distance might be 

computed by applying the Pythagorean Theorem.  

 

  
Figure.2. Manhattan and Euclidean distance 

 

3.3 Standard Euclidean distance: 

Standard Euclidean distance means Euclidean distance is 

calculated on standardized data. Standardized value.  

si= (Original value -mean)/Standard Deviat ion 

 

d=   
 

   
        

  

 

Distance measures such as the Euclidean,  

Manhattan and Standard Euclidean distance have been used to 

determine the similarity of feature vectors. In this CBIR 

system Euclidean distance, Standard Euclidean distance and 

also Manhattan distance is used to commonly  to compare the 

similarity between the images. Distance between two images is 

used to find the similarities between query image and the 

images in the database. 

 

3.4 City Block distance: 

The city block distance metric measures the path between the 

pixels based on a 4-connected neighbourhood. Pixels whose 

edges touch are 1 unit  apart and p ixels diagonally touching are 

2 units apart. 

  

 
 

It is also known as Manhattan distance, boxcar distance, 

absolute value distance. It represents distance between points 

in a city road grid. It examines the absolute differences 

between coordinates of a pair of objects.  

 

                

 

   

 

 

3.5 Chebyshev distance: 

 

The Chebyshev distance between two vectors or points p and 

q, with standard coordinates p i and 

qi  respectively is 
 

              (p,q)=maxi (       ) 
 

This equals the limit of the Lp metrics: 
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Hence it is also known as the L  metric. Mathemat ically, the 

Chebyshev distance is a metric induced by the supremum norm 

or uniform norm. It is an example of an inject ive metric. In two  

dimensions, i.e. plane geometry, if the points p and q have 

Cartesian coordinates (x1,y1) and (x2,y2), their Chebyshev 

distance is 

 

Dchess = max(               ) 
 

Under this metric, a circle of radius r, which is  

the set of points with Chebyshev distance r from a center point, 

is a square whose sides have the length 2r and are parallel to  

the coordinate axes. [7]On a chess board, where one is using a 

discrete Chebyshev distance, rather than a continuous one, the 

circle of radius r is a  square of side lengths 2r, measuring from 

the centers of squares, and thus each side contains 2r+1 

squares; for example, the circle of radius 1 on a chess board is 

a 3×3 square. In one dimension, all Lp metrics are equal  they 

are just the absolute value of the difference. The two  

dimensional Manhattan distance also has circles in the form of 

squares, with sides of length √2r, oriented at an angle ofπ /4 

(45°) to the coordinate axes, so the planar Chebyshev distance 

can be viewed as equivalent by rotation and scaling to the 

planar Manhattan distance. However, this equivalence between  

L1 and L  metrics does not generalize to higher dimensions. 

A sphere formed using the Chebyshev distance as a metric is a 

cube with each face perpendicular to one of the coordinate 

axes, but a sphere formed using Manhattan distance is an 

octahedron: these are dual polyhedra, but among cubes, only 

the square (and 1-dimensional line segment) are self-dual 

polytopes. The Chebyshev distance is sometimes used in 

warehouse logistics,[5] as it effectively measures the time an  

overhead crane takes to move an object  (as the crane can move 

on the x and y axes at the same time). On a grid (such as a 

chessboard), the points at a  Chebyshev distance of 1 of a point  

are the Moore neighborhood of that point. 

 

3.6 Mahalanobis distance: 

The Mahalanobis distance is a measure of the distance between 

a point P and a distribution D, introduced by P. Mahalanobis. It 

is a mult idimensional generalization of the idea of measuring 

how many standard deviations away P is from the mean of D.  

This distance is zero if P is at the mean of D, and grows as P 

moves away from the mean: Along each principal component 

axis, it measures the number of standard deviations from P to  

the mean  of D.[6] If each of these axes is rescaled to have unit  

variance, then Mahalanobis distance corresponds to standard 

Euclidean distance in the transformed space. Mahalanobis 

distance is thus unit less and scale-invariant, and takes into 

account the correlations of the data set. The Mahalanobis 

distance of an observation x=(x1,x2,x3 ,………..xn)
T

 from a group of 

observations with the mean  

µ=(µ1, µ2, µ3,…… µn)
T 

and covariance matrix is  

 

DM(x) =     µ        µ  

 

Mahalanobis distance (or "generalized squared 

inter point d istance" for its squared value can also be defined 

as a dissimilarity measure between two random vectors    and 

   of the same distribution with the covariance matrix S: 

 

d(         =                         

 

If the covariance matrix is the identity matrix, the Mahalanobis 

distance reduces to the Euclidean d istance. If the covariance 

matrix is diagonal, then the resulting distance measure is called  

a normalized Euclidean distance: 

  

              
       

 

   

 

   

 

 

where si is the standard deviation of the xi and yi over the 

sample set. Mahalanobis distance is preserved under fullrank 

linear transformations of the space spanned by the data. 

[8]This means that if the data has a nontrivial null space, 

Mahalanobis distance can be computed after projecting  the 

data (non degenerately) down onto any space of the 

appropriate dimension for the data. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RES ULTS  

 

In this section, experimental results have been reported. In  this 

we have taken  3 categories i.e., Monuments, Buses, Dinosaurs. 

Each category is having some images in dataset. Depending on 

the query image, relevant images are retrieved based on 

distance metrics method.  L1 and L2 d istance measures have 

been used to select nearest neighbours and both have given 

almost identical results. 

 

 
Figure. 3. Dis play of Manhattan Distance in the application 

 

The top similar images, ranked on the basis of the distance are 

displayed as thumbnails. The graphical user interface displays 

the query image and the results for browsing to the user. A  

snapshot of the user interface is shown in the Figure 3 and 

Figure 4. 

 

 

Figure.4. Display of Euclidean Distance in the application 

Precision=
                                

                                
 

Recall    =
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The precision of the distance metric is calculated by varying 

the number of retrieved images, once the distance of query 

image is calculated with all the images in the database, it is 

sorted. The recall in image retrieval can be defined as: Recall 

is the measurement of the ret rieved relevant images to the total 

database images. 

 

5. CONCLUS ION: 

 

Query image is given as input and using different similarity  

metrics, we can retrieve the required  number of output images. 

The similarity metrics have been used based on distances like 

Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, Mahalanobis distance 

and Chebyshev distance. Different features of the image like 

color, shape and text are used to extract the number of images 

based on the query image as input. Similarity comparison, 

extracting feature signatures of every image based on its pixel 

values and defining rules fo r comparing images. Distance 

metric o r matching criteria is the main tool for retrieving  

similar images from large image databases for all the above 

categories of search. The Manhattan distance and Euclidean 

distance have been used to determine similarit ies between a 

pair of images in the content based image retrieval application.  
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